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recent attacks in canada and New York city by 
homegrown, lone-wolf terrorists remind us 

again that “eternal vigilance is the price of liber-
ty.” None of these attacks are thought to be directly 
connected to al-Qaeda or Islamic State (ISIS) oper-
atives. rather, all three were homegrown, lone-wolf 
terrorist attacks—perpetrated by individuals who 
acted on their own, rather than as part of a larger, 
formal terrorist group, after having been radical-
ized in the U.S. or canada by Islamist extremist 
groups and ideology. A recent beheading in Oklaho-
ma also deserves discussion but will not be added 
to the list at this point.

Since the Heritage Foundation began track-
ing Islamist terror attacks and plots after 9/11, the 
total number has risen to 62. the two attacks in 
canada, one a hit-and-run in Quebec and the other 
a shooting at canada’s War Memorial and Parlia-
ment in Ottawa, were both driven by extremist ide-
ologies, and each resulted in the death of a cana-
dian soldier. because these attacks were not on U.S. 
targets, they are not included in the Heritage list, 
but are worth mentioning because they fit the now-
common pattern of homegrown, lone-wolf terror-
ism in the U.S.

Beheading in Moore, Oklahoma
On September 25, Alton Nolen returned to 

Vaughan Foods, outside Oklahoma city, after having 
been suspended from his job there earlier that day.1 
Upon entering the building, Nolen drew a knife and 
attacked and decapitated Vaughan Foods employee 
colleen Huffard. He then attacked traci Johnson, 
the woman who had initiated the complaint that 
led to Nolen’s suspension, stabbing and slashing her. 
Mark Vaughan, the company’s chief operating offi-
cer and a reserve deputy with the Oklahoma coun-
ty Sheriff’s Department, shot Nolen with a rifle and 
stopped the attack.2 both Johnson and Nolen were 
taken to the hospital and survived.

Nolen’s conversion to Islam is thought to have 
taken place while he was incarcerated from 2011 to 
2013 for drug crimes and assaulting a police officer. 
According to news reports and anonymous federal 
law enforcement officers, Nolen’s Facebook page 
was “provocative” and included photos of Osama bin 
Laden, prominent ISIS fighters, a beheading, and 
other Islamist themes.3

According to prosecutor Greg Mashburn, Nolen 
had “some sort of infatuation with beheadings.”4 
His posts also reportedly attack the U.S. for being 

“wicked” for supporting Israel.5 Nolen’s problems at 
work reportedly were caused in part by his efforts 
to convert others to Islam and things he said dur-
ing conversations about stoning. He was suspended 
for comments about race. According to Mashburn, 
Nolen “was saying Arabic terms in the attack.”6

In this case, revenge seems to be the primary 
motivation for Nolen’s attack, and federal officials 
and the local prosecutor, Mashburn, are treating 
this case as an incident of workplace violence rather 
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than terrorism.7 While his extreme religious views 
and infatuation with beheadings provide indicators 
of terrorism, it is not clear that the attack was con-
nected to those beliefs. For now, this incident will 
not be added to the Heritage list, but as Nolen’s pros-
ecution commences and more details become avail-
able, that may change.

Plot 62: Ax Attack on NYC Police Officers
On October 23, Zale thompson attacked four 

New York city police officers in broad daylight with a 
hatchet, slashing one on the arm and hitting another 
in the head before being shot and killed by the other 
two officers. the officer hit in the head was critical-
ly injured but is currently recovering. A bystander 
was struck in back by a stray bullet fired by police 
officers, and there are some reports that she may be 
paralyzed.8 the New York city Police Department 
(NYPD) has called this “a terrorist attack.”9

Zale thompson was a recent convert to Islam 
who increasingly spent a great deal of time online 
reading, watching, and posting material regard-
ing jihad and Islamist extremism. He frequented 
websites associated with al-Qaeda, ISIS, and other 

terrorist groups and watched videos of violent acts 
including beheadings.10 He made various posts on 
social media sites advocating for jihad and guerrilla 
warfare against the U.S. based on the NYPD inves-
tigation of his computer search history, thompson’s 
anti-Americanism and thoughts of terrorism had 

“more intensity in recent days,”11 and he reportedly 
googled “jihad against police” and the recent attacks 
in canada in the days before his attack. Some reports 
indicate that thompson also sought to attack white 
individuals because he believed that whites needed 
to pay for their racism and oppression of blacks.12

Given that thompson was directly inspired by 
the work of radical Islamism to strike at the U.S., 
there is no doubt that thompson should be consid-
ered an Islamist terrorist, making him the 62nd ter-
rorist plot or attack against the U.S. since 9/11.

Defending the Homeland
Of the past 62 terrorist attacks or plots against 

the U.S. homeland, 51 could be considered home-
grown, with the recent attacks in canada also fitting 
this description. Many of these attacks were lone-
wolf attacks without formal connection to a terror-
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ist group. As a result, the Department of Homeland 
Security has increased security at federal buildings 
in major U.S. cities and called for local law enforce-
ment officials around the nation to be prepared for 
more attacks.13

While this increased security is appropriate, the 
U.S. must do more. Specifically, congress and the 
Administration should:

 n Maintain essential counterterrorism tools. 
Support for important investigative tools is 
essential to maintaining the security of the U.S. 
and combating terrorist threats. Furthermore, 
legitimate government surveillance programs 
are also a vital component of U.S. national secu-
rity, and should be allowed to continue. the need 
for effective counterterrorism operations, how-
ever, does not relieve the government of its obli-
gation to follow the law and respect individual 
privacy and liberty. In the American system, the 
government must do both equally well.

 n Share FBI information more broadly with 
state and local law enforcement. Despite 
the lessons of 9/11 and other terrorist plots, the 
culture of the FbI continues to resist sharing 
information with state and local law enforce-
ment. this culture must change and change rap-
idly. As large-scale, complicated terrorist attacks 
become harder to execute, the lone-wolf scenario 
becomes more of a threat. America therefore has 
to leverage the experience, capabilities, authori-
ties, and relationships found in local law enforce-
ment to detect budding terrorists before they 

strike. either congress should pass legislation 
to enable sharing, or the Administration should 
change internal FbI procedures.

 n Increase cooperation with Canada. the U.S. 
and canada are tied together by shared geogra-
phy, a strong alliance, and a dedication to free-
dom, which means that both nations face near-
ly identical threats from terrorists. While the 
U.S. and canada cooperate on a variety of issues 
including counterterrorism, both nations should 
redouble their efforts and commit to doing more 
regular joint risk assessments to create greater 
awareness of threats.

Remaining Vigilant
the threat of terrorism remains real. With ISIS 

maintaining a strong presence in Iraq and Syria 
and al-Qaeda groups remaining strong, individuals 
will continue to be inspired by radical Islamist ide-
ologies. the U.S. must continue to strengthen and 
streamline its counterterrorism enterprise so that 
federal, state, and local law enforcement, together 
with civil society, can stop individuals before they 
radicalize and engage in terrorism. ensuring a pro-
active approach is the best way to keep the U.S. safe 
while defending the liberty of its citizens.
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